Adobe Sign and Guidewire: Better together.

Add secure, legally binding e-signatures to Guidewire InsuranceSuite to
save even more time and money.

Property and Casualty (P&C) insurance organizations are focusing on digitizing their processes while
increasing organizational efficiency. With agents and policyholders working remotely from anywhere, it
is critical to eliminate paper-based and manual tasks that slow down quote approvals, delay claims, and
ultimately hurt business.
That’s why P&C companies rely on Guidewire to provide a complete software platform that supports
every phase of the insurance workflow—from policy creation to underwriting to claims processing to
billing. But nearly every completed insurance document Guidewire manages needs a signature. And
manual, paper-based methods of obtaining signatures lead to costly delays and errors that drain agent
productivity and ultimately harm the policyholder experience. With Adobe Sign, P&C organizations can
now make e-signatures an essential component of their Guidewire InsuranceSuite deployment.

All e-signature solutions are not created equal.
P&C organizations need their agent and policyholder e-signature transactions to support all types of documents on a global scale. Because
insurance documents often include sensitive information, their end-to-end e-signature transactions must meet strict security and compliance
requirements. And because Guidewire connects P&C employees with agents and policyholders, e-signature processes must be designed to
optimize productivity, save money, and deliver an exceptional experience. Adobe Sign excels in each of these criteria—that’s why it is one of
the industry’s top e-signature solutions.

Adobe Sign delivers the benefits Guidewire customers want most.
Adobe Sign offers prebuilt integrations with Guidewire ClaimCenter and PolicyCenter, so all Adobe Sign functionality can be instantly
accessed from within the Guidewire application. Guidewire and Adobe Sign are better together—customers benefit from:
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Adobe Sign: The fastest way to the digital dotted line.
By integrating Adobe Sign into Guidewire’s ClaimCenter and PolicyCenter, P&C companies can add the power of improved business
efficiency, unparalleled productivity, and an exceptional agent, policyholder, and employee experience. Adobe invented PDF more than 25
years ago and is the global leader in secure digital documents—with Adobe Sign and Adobe Acrobat powering employee and customer
experiences for more than 50% of the Fortune 100.

For more information, visit www.adobe.com/go/adobesign or call 1-855-914-2747 in North America or 44 800 912 9931 in the
United Kingdom.

Why businesses rely on Adobe and Adobe Sign.
World-class experiences for every customer.
Adobe removes business friction across any and every part of the customer journey—with one integrated solution that helps
you innovate and transform customer experiences, not just agreements, with seamless e-signatures and approvals.

Microsoft and Adobe’s united vision.
Maximize productivity and collaboration across teams—no matter where they are. Adobe and Microsoft’s partnership delivers
joint innovation through breakthrough experiences across the Microsoft portfolio. Adobe is Microsoft’s preferred e-signature
solution.

AI-powered innovation.
Adobe Sensei uses artificial intelligence and machine learning to uncover important information that helps automate manual
processes. It informs decisions and makes it easier to power incredible experiences for customers and employees.

Exceptional return on investment.
Adobe Sign goes far beyond e-signatures, enabling the digitization of workflows of every kind for exceptional ROI of 420%.
Adobe Sign leverages existing investments with prebuilt integrations into the applications used every day, across the Microsoft
portfolio and enterprise solutions including, Salesforce, Workday, SAP Ariba, ServiceNow, and more. Our flexible APIs help ensure
you can transform any document process.

A true strategic partner.
Committed to your success, Adobe partners with you to lay a foundation that gets you up and running quickly and defines a
path for continued value realization. A standards leader, Adobe is leading industry efforts to create open standard compliant
digital signatures in the cloud. Our transparent, all-inclusive pricing includes comprehensive services that provide the guidance,
knowledge, and resources your team needs to deliver success throughout your digital transformation journey.

Sustainability leader.
Adobe can help achieve your company’s sustainability goal. Sustainability is a core value at Adobe, and this commitment is
embedded in our code of business conduct and in our sustainability guiding principles. Adobe continues to develop digital
solutions and partner with suppliers to operate sustainably, reduce waste, and commit to powering digital delivery of products
with 100% renewable energy.
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